Reviving a Forgotten Miller Play

by DAVID MERMELSTEIN

LOS ANGELES -- In the film and television empire of Southern California, with the largest talent pool of actors in the world, legitimate theater is by definition a supporting player. But between the extremes of the established regional stages and tiny theatrical groups struggling to survive are a number of surprising success stories. The Antaeus Company is one of these.

Formed in 1991 as a research and study group for classically trained actors who had strayed from the stage into film and television, Antaeus (the name derives from the mythical wrestler) has 70 members, 60 of whom are actors. The roster includes familiar faces, though many of the names are less well known. But regular theatergoers will doubtless recognize Douglas Sills, Lillian Garrett-Groag, Harry Groener and John Vickery, all of whom are members.

Though the group has mounted only a handful of plays in the last 10 years, its efforts have earned it a loyal following. And it is this audience that has helped the company's latest production, a revival of Arthur Miller's first commercially produced play, "The Man Who Had All the Luck," to extend its run twice. It is now scheduled to close on June 25. Critical comment has been favorable, and a notice in Time magazine generated the sort of buzz that most Los Angeles theaters only dream about.

MR. MILLER'S fabulike drama flopped when it opened on Broadway in 1944. The playwright himself calls it "a strange play, an abstraction." But the work has long struck Dan Fields, a director and producer, as ripe for revival. Mr. Fields was a young literary assistant at the Seattle Repertory Theater when he happened upon Mr. Miller's play 10 years ago. "I hadn't read anything like this from Miller before," Mr. Fields recalled, "and its themes spoke to my own life questions: does a man have control of his fate or not?"

Last year, on a visit to Los Angeles, he called an actor friend, Paul Gutrecht, who had recently joined Antaeus. Mr. Fields knew of the company and its reputation. While studying at U.C.L.A. in 1995, he had seen a well-received Antaeus production of Chekhov's "Wood Demon" at the Mark Taper Forum. Mr. Fields thought Mr. Gutrecht would be ideal for the lead role in Mr. Miller's play, that of a young man blessed beyond his, and everyone else's, comprehension.